For all tango dancers who…
- love dancing in the close embrace
- are familiar with the codigos of traditional milongas
- enjoy moving in rondas
- can do without ganchos, boleos etc.
- respect others on and off the dance floor
Come to Saarbrücken! We have planned the following programme:
Milongas:
Sunday, 29.12.2019, 21:00 - 01:00: Milonga 1, DJ: Manuela Villa/Freiburg
Monday, 30.12.2019, 15:00 - 19:00: Milonga 2, DJ: Tiziano Franzoi/Basel
Monday, 30.12.2019, 21:00 - 01:00: Milonga 3, DJ: Melina Sedo/Saarbrücken
Tuesday, 31.12.2019, 20:00 - 2:30: Milonga/New Year´s Eve Party, DJ: Armin+MaLena/Saarbrücken
The music will be presented in tandas and cortinas by experienced DJs.
On New Year´s Eve: 80% Tango - 20% Disco/Salsa/Swing/Rock′n Roll
Place:
SV Saar 05 Tanzsport e. V.
Straße des 13. Januar 10
D-66121 Saarbrücken
Workshops with Melina and Detlef:
Sunday, 29.12.2019, 14:00 - 16:00: Elegante Ocho Variationen
Sunday, 29.12.2019, 16:30 - 18:30: D′Arienzo - El Rey del compas
Monday, 30.12.2019, 13:00 - 15:00: In your arms
For more information on the workshops: www.tangodesalon.de/workshops-in-saarbrucken
Please book directly at: tango@tangodesalon.de
The workshops take place at the Tangokombinats studio:
Address: Dudweiler Straße 77, D-66111 Saarbrücken
Workshop with Cintia and Lucas (Frankfurt):
Tuesday, 31.12.2019, 1,5h in the afternoon: Chacarera
Info about Cintia and Lucas: www.cintiaylucas.com
The workshop Chacarera takes place, just like the milongas, at SV Saar 05
Other:
Tuesday, 31.12.2019, 14:00 - 15:30: Guided tour of Saarbrücken
A T T E N T I O N:
This is a private event – Participation will only be possible by registering beforehand!
The dancing room at SV Saar 05 Tanzsport e.V. is 120 m2 in size (wooden floor). We have
set the maximum amount of participants at 80. We would also like to have a balanced of
leaders and followers.

Please note that we like the traditional Milonguero tango style:
- inviting and accepting to dance with mirada/cabaceo
- dancing in the ronda
- leaving the dance floor during the cortina
- passing up on boleos, ganchos and figures that involve lifting
Hot to get to Saarbrücken:
You can easily get to Saarbrücken by train, by car or by bus. Everything going on during
the festival takes place in the east part of town. If you’re taking the tram, it’s 6 stops from
the main railway station (take the direction Brebach/Saargemünd and get off at Kieselhumes).
It takes about 10 minutes. If you’re coming by car there are parking spaces nearby (for free).
Accomodation:
There are many places to stay in Saarbrücken. One example is “Ibis Budget Saarbrücken Ost”
(only 50m away from SV Saar 05!).
Prices:
Milonga 1 (29.12.19, 21:00-01:00): 16,- Euro, DJ Manuela Villa/Basel
Milonga 2 (30.12.19, 15:00-19:00): 16,- Euro, DJ Tiziano Franzoi/Basel
Milonga 3 (30.12.19, 21:00-01:00): 16,- Euro, DJ Melina Sedo/Saarbrücken
Milonga Sylvesterparty (31.12.19, from 20:00): 28,- Euro, DJ Armin+Elena
Milonga-Package-Deal: 65,- Euro
The Price always includes:
- entry to the milongas
- water/tea/coffee
- Snacks/Fruits
- sparkling white wine/beer/red wine
- additional at the New Year´s Party:
- a cold buffet (salads/sausages/cheese/cake and more)
- a show (but not Tango!)
Chacarera Workshop (1,5h am 31.12.): 20,- Euro (please register with a partner)
Guided tour of Saarbrücken (1,5h at 31.12.): 5,- Euro
Attention: Chacarera Workshop and the guided tour take place at the same time!
please register only for one of the two activities
Registration:
As of September 9/2019, 7 pm, you will be able to register for our Event. In order to do so
please visit our website www.dos-miradas.com and go to the menu item “New Year Tango”.
You can either register on your own or with a partner, for individual milongas or for the
milonga-package-deal.
You will only get a confirmation of participation once we will have accepted your registration
and received your payment. We will then confirm participation by email as soon as possible.
If more than 80 people register,

we will have to make a choice as to who can participate.

We will be considering the following criteria:
- registration (alone/with a partner)
- registration (individual milongas/milonga-package deal)
- date of registration
- dance experience
If you have any questions about our event, please send an email to: tango.tanzen@email.de
abrazo…
Armin and Elena
(Website: www.dos-miradas.com / Email: tango.tanzen@email.de)

